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All new transcriptions and tracks drawn from more than 30 years of documentation, interviews, and

recorded footage. These TABs and tracks deliver unprecedented accuracy and insight into the

guitar-style of Jimmy Page. This book includes complete music notation and TAB transcriptions to

eight Led Zeppelin classics. There are two versions of every song on the included CDs: an

instrumental sound-alike recording, and an instrumental accompaniment track (without guitar) so

you can play along. When you use the CDs in your Mac or Windows-based computer, the TNT

(Tone 'N' Tempo) Changer lets you easily loop sections for practice, slow tracks down or speed

them up without changing the pitch, change the key, and switch back and forth between full

instrumental and accompaniment tracks. Titles: Black Dog * Communication Breakdown * Dazed

and Confused * Heartbreaker * Immigrant Song * Rock and Roll * Since I've Been Loving You *

Whole Lotta Love.
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This is an excellent book for those wanting to learn some Zep songs! The tab is accurate for those,

like myself, that don't read music (yet). The CDs are nice as well, providing a "cover" version of the

song and a version with the guitar track removed so you can practice. What really shines about the

CDs is the fact that you can loop sections of the music so you can get it down and slow down the

track without changing the pitch! You can also change the key. Pretty nifty!Definitely worth the cost!



I've only made it through a couple songs but so far seems to be accurate. The Tone N Tempo

feature is why I bought this and it's worth the money. Being able to start off slow and work my way

up to Jimmy Page speed is the best way for me to learn. I'd give it a 5th star if it had a few more

songs for the money.

Great sampling of Zepp stuff, enough to keep Jimmy fans busy learning, and very well presented.

Just remind yourself that slow and steady wins the race when imitating one of the masters!

What can I say, It's Jimmy Page's, my Idol, Guitar Guru, since the 70's. Man, if only then I could

have obtained the music sheets and books, WOW! I certainly would of never dropped playing

guitar!!!! And it's thanks to his work being available, now I'm getting back into the grove. YEA

BABY!!!!

The CD accompanying was very well put together/produced. The tab laid out simple and easily

readable. This makes the Zepp stuff accessible and should be able to be understood by even a

beginner at rock guitar. I will be buying the 2nd volume soon. Recommend this!!

If you're familiar with the Hal Leonard system and like them than you'll find this book very helpful. A

bit difficult for a rank beginner like myself but the added CD really helps and I should be sounding

just like Betty Page in no time....and with the Hal Leonard system I might even sneak in a few

Jimmy Page licks as well.

This is not what I expected it to be. I expected some software to help you learn how to play the

music. There are 2 versions of each song listed. 1 to listen to the complete songs to listen to to help

you learn how to play buy slowing down the tempo and or change the key. The second CD is the

complete song without the lead guitar so you can play along playing along as the lead guitar. The

book has a good set of tabs to help you learn the songs if you don't know how to read music.

Unfortunately you canâ€™t open the application â€œTnT Song Playerâ€• because PowerPC

applications are no longer supported by Mac. Mac users have to have a OS older than Lion to get

the full benefit of this software. I would not have purchases this if i would have known that Macs no

longer supports this software. I only give it one star because I could not give it any less!!



The value of these types of books gets sustained over time and it is easy to get remotivated time

after time versus the theory oriented book style.
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